
 
Was on the same location around one year ago. In the initial-activity had that time good conditions. Log contai-
ned already after 30 minutes 76 contacts and the total turnover that time were 336 QSO.

So checked again the possibility for an after-work action and right came out that day and started the trip. It 
was the day before the vacation-period in bavaria starts, so the fasttrack was not so overloaded. So could make 
the trip to DLFF-0725 in a very short time.

So found almost the same position in the huge parking-array which I used last time absolutely free. The area is 
used in the the later time of the day by a lot of truckers who take their overnight stop-period there.

As antenna used again the three-band windom directly beside the pond. After the fi rst call got the reply from 
IU0OTF and just after the fi rst spot a lot of stations appeared and confi rmed good band-conditions.

Especially PA, I and F-stations came in with sometimes 9+20db signals.
So this time the log was fi lled after 30 minutes with 86 contacts, Thanks to all, really a fun to get so many loud 
stations at  the same time.

There was also continously interest of always new stations coming in so I remained there on 7.144 as long as 
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possible. Later switched to 14 MHz at fi rst SSB and later CW, before coming back to the fi nal period again to 
40 meters CW and SSB.

Total operation time was 2 hours 48 minutes. The fi nal result this time 340 contacts with 329 distinct call-
signs.

36 CW and 304 SSB-QSO with 38 diff erent DXCC-countries.

Top 5 made this time:
1. Italy (70)
2. Germany (43)
3. Poland (35)
4. Netherlands (23)
5. Spain (20)

Thanks for calling in and cuagn soon.
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